**Standard Uni-Directional Valve**

**Features**
- Port TAPP Standard
- 317 S.S. One Piece Casting 2” - 42”
- Uni-DIRECTIONAL SHUTOFF, METAL OR SOFT SEAT
- Standard Gate 316 S.S. W/ Beveled Edge
- Patented Gate Guides Extend Packing Life
- S.S. Packing Gland And Follower
- Synthetic Teflon Packing
- 4 Post S.S. Topworks
- Cast Handwheel W/ S.S. Lockout Option

**Standard Bi-Directional Valve**

**Features**
- Integrally Cast Lugs
  - Insure Full Gate Guiding
- 317 S.S. One Piece Casting 2” - 42”
- Soft Seat Allows for Shutoff in Both Directions
- Standard Gate 316 S.S. W/ Beveled Edge
- Patented Gate Guides Extend Packing Life
- S.S. Packing Gland and Follower
- Synthetic Teflon Packing
- 4 Post S.S. Topworks
- Cast Handwheel W/ S.S. Lockout Option

Note: NPV Valves can be modified to perform in heavy solids and slurry applications.

See valve options page for other accessories.
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